
As I woke up in a middle of a blazing dessert stumbling down the dunes felling dizzy as I 
stopped rolling I felt quite weary the tiredness in my eyes when I got up everything around 
me looked very vauge as I looked at the blazing sun covering my eyes at the mirage sky 
bright azure as I looked around no one around had a bottle off water with me that was it no 
phone but stranded on a plain dessert.  

As he walked by the dazzling valley I calmly sat down and gazed at the ray of sunshine 
glimmering on the valley it seemed to very calm  I looked at the clear azure sky looking at it 
made me feel quite dazzled as I jagged myself on the ground I gazed at the sky again think 
that everyday is like what it is the nice warm weather all the nice radiant colours around me 
spreding from the light. 

The Scorching flames throws blazing rays like needles onto my skin as I trudged through the 
sandy dunes, my famished body stumbles so much that every step I take is a miracle. My 
eyes are Hazy with what feels like an eternity later, I see familiar sight of an inn. I didn't even 
think of the probability of what could be happening, I instantly decided to run up to the site. 
With a leap into the door, I fell onto the dusty sand which covered the area; what seems to 
have occurred was a trick by my own parched body, it was a mere mirage. My body gave in 
at the realisation and collapsed right there. 

The radiant sky shines down upon the dazzling valley; the rays showcasing the green hills 
and verdant pines radiate with beauty. I calmly gaze at the jagged mountain tops in the 
distance.  

 



Mark enviously looked at the ancient vase. He greedily thought of taking it. The vase 
was made from pure porcelain in the colour sapphire. It looked magnificent. He 
quickly decided that it would be a good idea to steal the vase. In less than 5 minutes, 
he was already walking proudly on the streets with the magnificent, ancient vase. 

Steven had one of the most bizarre clock in the world. It was made of mahogany. A 
rare type of wood. The colour of the clock reminds of chestnut. On the clock are 
some magnificent carvings. The chime of the clock seemed to be really big. The 
sound of it was really peaceful and calming. 

It was a dark and dreary night. There was nobody around. Not a single person. I was 
on my own. In the middle of a field. I could see lights in the distance. I was freezing 



so I started running. Running for my life. Running for warmth. As I got closer, I 
started to notice the deathly shape of the house before me. I could feel the cobbled 
stone path beneath my frozen feet as I approached. A deathly presence ripping 
through my body. A violent pain progressing through my legs. I had been walking for 
miles. 

 

I could see the glimmering sun calmly rising above the valley. The radiant light 
shining down on the jagged rocks. The verdant grass dazzling beneath it. The azure 
sky progressively getting lighter and lighter as the sun rises. 

 

 

He confidently walked out of the house wearing his faux leather jacket. The wind 
pushing his long, dark fringe out of his face. His oriental top brought many people’s 
attention towards him as it was seen as fashionable. However, he seemed very 
uncaring towards their opinions. He growled at their distasteful words. 
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